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W
elcome to 2018 HQ readers…we are thrilled to embark on
yet another year around the sun and what better time
than this to gear up for an epic trade show season! If you
are a buyer and planning on attending Champs in Las
Vegas next month, HQ is prepped and prepared to provide

you all with all of the necessary tools to succeed at the show! Stop by
our booth for the prime buyers guide and Champs Trade Show 
layout…exhibitors are offering a ton of show specials and this is your
ticket to BIG SAVINGS! And, if you get thirsty, HQ will (of course) be 
distributing FREE beer for all of those who stop by.
    
    So, with the new year one big things always comes to mind…
Resolutions! Now, when you think of making New Year's resolutions it
might be to lose a few pounds, kick a bad habit, or finally get up the
nerve to ask out the girl at the laundromat. Resolutions are reminders
where you personally want to go and what you have to do to get there.
You can take that same approach to bettering your business. With
change in mind, look back at where your business could use some
improvement and plan ahead for making this your best year yet. Make
it your business to start the new year in the right direction and check
out HQ’s recommended “resolutions” to start your business off on the
right foot.
    
    Lastly, we ask that you all like/follow us on Facebook, Instagram,
and Twitter as HQ will be offering bonus offers, specials, and 
FREEBIES this year! Thank you to all of our readers, shop owners, 
distributors, and wholesalers for a wonderful year and we can’t wait
to see what 2018 has in store for all of us!  

John Church and Kathleen Parr page 60
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The logo for Randy's includes the tagline, "Since 1975," so that’s where our story will begin. 
    As the legend goes, there was a little pizza joint in the Bay Area where the founders of Randy's would hang
out, and one day they noticed that the pizzas were sent out in boxes reinforced with a wire frame coved in
paper. That lit the brainstorm for a wired rolling paper. Previously, when somebody rolled a smoke, they kept
running into the same problem that when it would get near the end, they would end up burning their fingers
and wasting that last bit of herb. That’s where the roach clip came into play, but that wasn’t always available.
Putting a wire in the papers proved to be a great solution.

continued on page 58





part II

“I didn’t tell kids what my parents did.” 

    Jason Glowacki was only four years old
when his parents first opened the Head
Shed in Toledo, Ohio. He didn’t quite cut his
teeth on the tie-dye tapestries, but there’s
little doubt his early childhood artistry with
crayons bore witness to their presence. 

    His silence wasn’t out of shame or fear
of being alienated by his peers. Growing up
the way he did, a head shop was as much
a normal part of life to him as the church
for those of us whose earliest memories
are napping under pews. 

    “It had nothing to do with the shop
being taboo,” he says. “It had everything to
do with I just didn’t want them to ask me
for free stuff.” 

    Jason’s father, Dave Glowacki, had come
of age in the 60s, a “clean-cut, all-American
kid from a blue-collar background,” as
Jason tells it. An ironworker wrought from a
lineage of ironworkers, the elder Glowacki
would have very likely carried his family
legacy without question, were it not for his
experience in Vietnam. But one’s reality has
a way of shifting when viewed through reti-
nas still scarred by the rocket’s red glare.
Old Glory just didn’t unfurl with the same
grandiosity it once had. It was fraying at the
edges. Meanwhile, Uncle Sam’s top hat was
askew—and it was revealing horns. In
Jason’s mind, his dad’s decision to open a
head shop in 1974 wasn’t just a business
move; it was as an act of defiance.

    “It wasn’t activism how we like to think
about it,” He suggests. “They weren’t going
to march on city hall. It was just a basic
‘Fuck you.’”

This was, in many ways, the mantra of the 70s
counter-culture. A seemingly endless war,
devoid of the glory bestowed on its predeces-
sors had collided with the youthful idealism of
the 60s and displaced a generation—not geo-

graphically, but ideologically. The result was
a muting of the peace and love incanta-

tions that had rung out in previous
decade, and in their place, a

growing, empty cyni-
cism.

    But cynicism, though potentially 
poisonous to the heart of a movement,
can be an asset in business, and that 
business, in many ways, acted as life 
support to the movement that spawned it.
The embrace of commercial gain over core
ideals through the mid-to late seventies
would equip head shops to survive the
‘Just Say No’ hysteria of the following
decade. No matter the motives of the era’s
counter-cultural entrepreneurs, their 
continued success would ultimately 
sustain the all-but-dormant values of
Haight-Ashbury. 

    The presidential election of 1980 
represents a pattern all-too-familiar in light
of the current zeitgeist. A left-leaning head
of state who allowed the progressive ideals
of the era to coalesce into policy was fac-
ing backlash from conservative America
on multiple fronts, resulting in a pendulum
swing of national politics back toward the
right. An unlikely candidate emerged, a
celebrity-turned-politician who had made a
name for himself through hard-right policy
stances and escalated rhetoric that rekin-
dled the fervor of traditionalists bent on
retaking the ground they felt they had lost. 

    “Leading medical researchers are com-
ing to the conclusion,” Reagan proclaimed
in a campaign stump speech, “that mari-
juana, pot, grass, whatever you want to call
it, is probably the most dangerous drug in
the United States—and we haven’t begun
to find out all of the ill effects.” 

    America bought it overwhelmingly. The
repercussions of this shift would reverberate
for decades to come, framing the drug and
crime policy of each incoming administra-
tion all the way through Obama’s first term.
Republican and Democrat alike fed on the
anti-drug fervor of the populace, playing a
constant game of ‘one-up’ in an attempt to
prove who was toughest on illicit sub-
stances. Mandatory minimums, three
strikes laws, etc., were implemented on both
state and federal levels, along with increas-
ingly stringent legislation against head
shops and their wares.

     As laws tightened, the industry further
distanced itself from its first love, insisting
on the legitimacy of its awkward marriage

with tobacco. Awkward though it was, the
relationship was indeed, legitimate.

Pipes of all kinds—even water pipes—
have been traditionally used for tobac-
co for centuries, a point no judge
could effectively counter. 

continued on page 80
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Running High?
    Forget the stereotype that suggests
weed creates junk food-loving couch 
potatoes. Pro athletes and everyday fitness
enthusiasts are incorporating cannabis into
their workouts. 
    Some are tapping into marijuana’s 
psychoactive effects to quiet the brain 
during intense yoga sessions and other
mind-oriented sports, such as running or
swimming.  Others use cannabis products
that don’t make them high but instead 
create effects that users insist help them
train harder and longer, with less pain and
faster recovery times.
    New science is emerging to support
some of those claims. Research suggests
marijuana can keep muscle spasms at
bay, prevent inflammation – even reduce
the likelihood of brain injuries.
    While rules and regulations governing
most professional sports and competitions
still ban cannabis usage – commonly 
citing it’s complicated legal status, there
are a growing number of studies that show
its benefits – everything from reduced
inflammation, pain management, and
even seem to lessen anxiety and to help
athletes get better rest to increase 
performance. Former NBA Commissioner
David Stern made news when he said the
NBA should remove marijuana from its
banned substance use. 
    "If marijuana is now in the process of
being legalized, I would think you should
be allowed to do what is legal in your
state,” Stern said. “I think it's up to sports
leagues to anticipate where this is going
and lead the way."

Skyrocketing CBD
    Hemp-based CBD, is projected to be a
billion-dollar market in just three years,
according to a new report by  Brightfield
Group. The data company estimates that
hemp CBD sales had already hit  $170 
million  in 2016 and a 55% compound
annual growth rate over the next five years
will cause the market to crack the billion-
dollar mark. The market is booming
because a variety of CBD concentrates are
used to manufacture a variety of products
including edibles, topical ointments and
even treatments for medical conditions. 

AEMSA expands to ensure
ve-liquid safety
    The members of the American E-Liquid
Manufacturing Standards Association
(AEMSA) voted at their recent membership
meeting to expand the organization's
membership categories to include all 
segments of the electronic vapor industry.
In addition to e-liquid manufacturing 
businesses, AEMSA will now also permit 
e-liquid component manufacturers, vaping
hardware manufacturers, and electronic
vapor products distributors and retailers to
join the association.  Each of these vape
industry sectors will develop sector-specific
standards to ensure good manufacturing
practices, ingredient quality control, and
consumer safety.
     "AEMSA was created to ensure that the 
e-liquids consumers vape are manufactured
in a professional, responsible manner with
inspections and certifications to provide 
consumers with confidence that our 
members' products are manufactured with
quality, accuracy, safety, and verifiable 
standards," AEMSA President  Scott Eley 
stated. Eley continued, "The vast majority of
our suppliers and customers have the same
business mindset. It's time that the industry
adopts standards across-the-board and
demonstrates that we all adhere to them.
Consumers deserve that.
     “AEMSA's goal is to ensure that the
industry is using high-quality ingredients,
safe and verifiable manufacturing practices,
safe and appropriate vaping devices, and
that our products are sold by responsible,
trained and accredited retailers.”

Can cannabis make you
more creative?
    A  recent psychological study, “Inspired
by Mary Jane? Mechanisms underlying
enhanced creativity in cannabis users,“
attempted to determine whether or not
marijuana actually makes people more
creative. They examined 412 cannabis
users and 309 non-users and put them
through a series of tests to judge their 
creativity. They found that marijuana users
were able to more effectively demonstrate
"convergent thinking," meaning they used
their creative process to narrow down 
several solutions into one.

    But don’t expect to paint a masterpiece
or write a best-seller just because you’re
high. The relationship between cannabis
use and creativity disappeared when the
researchers accounted for the effect of
openness to experience. The results 
suggest that cannabis users’ higher levels
of openness to experience are responsible
for their enhanced creativity.

Smoken Spoken
    "The same way that craft beer started
and, for the longest time, was ignored and
then exploded, there's no reason why the
same thing wouldn't happen (with
cannabis). It will all merge and cross-fertilize
and fuse -- not because the companies want
it, but because the consumers want it.”

- Chris Burggraeve, former chief marketing 
officer, Anheuser-Busch

Feds keeping pot 
pesticide-free
    The Trump administration has denied
requests from states to allow pesticides for
use on marijuana, but is open to considering
their use on its non-psychoactive cannabis
cousin, hemp, according to new documents
from the Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA).
    This June, officials in California,
Washington, Nevada, and Vermont applied
to the EPA to register four new pesticides
created specifically for cannabis crops, but
all were denied.
    “Under federal law, cultivation (along
with sale and use) of cannabis is generally
unlawful as a schedule I controlled 
substance under the Controlled
Substances Act,”  EPA Administrator Scott
Pruitt wrote in a July 3 letter formally
rejecting the Nevada applications. “The
EPA finds that the general illegality of
cannabis cultivation makes pesticide use
on cannabis a fundamentally different 
use pattern.”
    The EPA’s  Pesticide Program Dialogue
Committee notes that, “some states have
established pesticide residue action levels
for cannabis” but in light of the fact
that, “there are no tolerances established
for marijuana or hemp” by the federal 
government and “cannabis does not fit
into an existing crop group.”  v
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Behind the Scenes continued

    This thin, stainless steel wire has more uses than you may
assume upon first glance. First, the wire gives the roller the 
ability to roll their cigarette with a spine, allowing for a perfect roll
without the hassle of dealing with a loose, flimsy cigarette. Most
importantly, after about three or four hits, when the cigarette has
burned down, the user simply bends the wire downward and it
becomes a handy little handle for the last few draws or makes it
easy to pass around.  

    After sourcing materials and experimenting with designs, the
product was introduced to the market, and was an instant hit with
roll-your-own consumers.  Randy’s Classic, made with a blend of
flax and tree pulp, are still a cornerstone of the company’s 
success. They’ve since added a natural hemp version of the 
classic wired papers known as Randy’s Roots. The basic idea
remains the same. As with any popular product, there have been
copycats, but Michael Wiedle, Director of Marketing & Media, says,
“although many have tried, none could get the formula right.”

    As the Randy’s brand became more well-known, they added
rolling machines and other smoking accessories as a more 
complete RYO line. Their next foray was glass cleaners, brushes,
etc – another case of filling a void in the market with a more 
effective product.

    As much as Randy’s is known for rolling papers, they’re also 
recognized for portable, compact vaping devices. Their first was
the TROO, which incorporates a baking chamber for dry herb.
While it was unique at the time, there were a few others on the
market that were similar, but much more expensive. People were
more than willing to go with Randy’s because to them, the name
was one that represented a quality product at an affordable price.  

    These days, vaporizers are one of the most crowded, if not 
over-saturated, market sectors. Randy’s strategy for standing out
from the pack, is to develop value-added vape devices that help
drive sales for stores. 

    “All of the vaporizers that we come out with now are our own
ideas,” states Brian, Randy’s owner. “With the Pilot, for instance,
which is our most popular model, we added modifications to 
current technology so that you can dab directly into the unit. With
some of the newer units, such as the Glide and Drift, are very small
and affordable, yet very powerful – one is for concentrate and the
other for dry herb. We’re going to start branding ‘vaporizer/com-
bustion’ units because a lot of them can do both, and we’ve found
that a lot of our customers prefer to combust over vaporization.”

continued on page 72 
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Together, John Church and Kathleen Parr have nearly
thirty years of glass blowing experience. John got
his start working on prodo wholesale pieces, and 
is pretty much self-taught other than a weekend
workshop with legendary Bob Snodgrass. Kathleen

found her way to the torch while attending art school at the
same studio where John was creating his pieces. It wasn’t
long before they collaborated as partners in art, business
and life. 

    Elemental Glass is the name of their studio – it’s also their
glass gallery and their home in Moses Lake, Washington.
From there, they produce and distribute locally handmade
glass art including pipes, perfume bottles, incense burners,
hummingbird feeders, flower vases, bottle stoppers, sun
catchers, jewelry of all kinds (pendants, necklaces, earrings,
bracelets and more), business card holders, customized
pieces, and sooo much more.

continued on page 78
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When you think of making New Year's
resolutions it might be to lose a few
pounds, kick a bad habit, or finally
get up the nerve to ask out the girl
at the laundromat. Resolutions are

reminders of where you personally want to go and
what you have to do to get there. You can take that
same approach to bettering your business. With
change in mind, look back at where your business
could use some improvement and plan ahead for
making this your best year yet.

Small Steps to Big Success
    Results are what count most. If you make a lofty,
but vague, resolution to have record setting sales,
you'll likely lose sight of your goal and struggle
through the ups and downs along the way. Instead
of setting your sights on reaching the ultimate goal,
you'll have a better chance of success by breaking it
down into achievable milestones. Every step forward
becomes another small victory you can celebrate.

Do Something You Love
    Feeling a little burned out? If you are not 
passionate about your job, it’s very difficult to 
maintain your motivation. There will always be
must-do things you don’t exactly love about being in
business, so strive to find new forms of fulfillment.
If you're into photography, why not start taking 
creative pictures of your products to post on social
media. If you like to travel, plan your get-aways
around industry trade shows that you can visit in
between hands of blackjack or drinks by the pool.
Your newfound smile will be contagious to your
staff and customers.

Make New Friends
    Good relationships are based on respect and
trust. That goes for partnerships you have with 
vendors and distributors. If there isn’t a good sense
of trust and commitment, then maybe it’s time to
let them go or work to make them better. You're
only as good as the products you sell, so make sure
the people supplying your merchandise are doing
their part to help build your business. 

Improve Your Image
    Take a fresh look at your brand and what you are
doing to ensure shoppers have the best customer
experience possible. Make a commitment to
engage with your customers. Make it personal and
real. You’ll find that your customers will tell you all
you need to know to make them happy and loyal.

Be Social
    Social media is a must – but the popularity of
platforms is constantly changing. Facebook
remains at the top of the list, for small businesses
especially, because it allows targeting of very 
specific customer demographics. Facebook is
always adding new features like live streaming to
enhance user engagement.  As a retailer, be sure
not to overlook visual-based social networks like
Pinterest, YouTube and Instagram that give you the
opportunity to showcase products. BUT --- before
you commit to posting on a particular site, research
where your customers spend their time online, and
then gravitate toward those platforms.

Get Out More
    Break out of your own little world, and join your
local chamber of commerce, rotary or other 
networking organization to meet people in your
community and get the word out about your 
business. Connecting with other professionals
could bring fresh ideas and new customers. When
people see your commitment to your business, they'll
have more respect for you as a reputable retailer.

Get a Life
     Find balance in your work and life. It is crucial
that you take breaks from your business to enjoy
life. This is not only good for your health, sanity
and relationships, but it is also good for business.
One way to lighten the load is by delegating tasks
to your staff and entrusting them with more
responsibilities. In doing so, you'll build a stronger,
more effective team, you'll gain relief from the
stresses of growing your business, and you'll be
reinvigorated with a new perspective on your 
challenges and opportunities.  v

HQfeature

High 
Resolutions

Learn a new skill
Update your website

Join an industry group or association
Tighten your budget

Improve time management
Keep a journal

Network with others in your niche
Find new customers

THINGS TO DO            
IN 20188 

Make it your 
business to start 

the new year 
in the 

right direction
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Trendspotting: the identification of new trends. Also, a 
segment on the Daily Show, as well as a British fashion
magazine. It’s also Jamie and Chuck Giarratana’s open
secret to their shop’s success. 

    As purveyors of a retail storefront 
in the heart of Silicon Valley, it stands
to reason. You can’t exactly run a 
business based on stale ideas in the
veritable fertile crescent of tech 
innovation. The valley moves fast.
They move faster. But in the Bay Area,
owning a shop that caters to ‘grown up
habits’ requires strategic foresight in
more than just the marketplace.
There’s also the political realm.

    “It’s so WACKY!” Chuck blurts out. “It's so fucking wacky, it's
Wackafornia out here!” He elicits a chuckle from his audience of
two, but his tongue-in-cheek theatrics don’t quite cover over his
underlying exasperation. 

    Though coupled with gushing adoration for his home state,
Chuck’s sentiments aren’t without merit. The county in which
they operate, along with those that surround them and the state,

are on a seemingly endless pursuit of nanny
state ideals through regulation and taxation,
to a point where even keeping their doors
open requires nearly full-time activism. For
instance, a recent state initiative saw a 67%
tax hike on e-liquids, along with a two-dollar-
a-pack bump on traditional cigarettes. The
latest coming through the pipes is a county
ban on flavored tobacco products of any kind
that covers everything from fruit-flavored 
e-juice to menthol cigarettes. 

They fight back, though, leveraging
not only their own strength as business owners, but that of a 
network of like-minded businesses throughout the region that
includes vape shops, smoke shops and the distributors who 
supply them.

continued on page 74
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Behind the Scenes continued

    The latest additions to the company’s catalog are hemp storage
shield containers, and even hemp foot bags and flying discs. Put
the Randy’s name on a quality product of any kind and it will sell. . .
but for them, there’s a more personal mission and reward.

    “I’ve always loved hemp products, and really wanted to do more
with it  -- it’s a natural, renewable resource and very earth-friendly,”
Brian says. 

    “How we look at where we’re going to go next into the market,
really goes back to our roots,” Brian adds. “We look at what 
everyone else is doing, we listen to customers, and we try to find a
void in the market, how are the products currently out there not
meeting standards, and how can we develop a product that takes
care of those needs.”

    “Another part of it is that we have to enjoy using the products,”
Wiedle says. “We like to have fun with it --- as with hemp; it’s 
something we’re passionate about and we’re having fun developing
a line with it that’s as innovative as possible.”

    Randy’s prefers to sell to stores through distributors, but still
maintains a dedicated sales and support staff. They also help 
educate retailers about the products they receive by including
detailed information sheets with each order. 

    Rolling papers are a staple smoke shop product that will 
never go out of style. Randy’s hears all the time from those who
“borrowed” their first pack from their parents or who’ve been using
it since back in the seventies. With social media exposure, papers
are also reaching a younger demographic who are amazed by the
benefits of the built-in wire.

    “There has definitely been a transition with more technology,
but there’s just something about rolling up a Randy’s paper --- it’s
a whole experience that is a little more enjoyable,” Wiedle says.
“Rolling papers will always be a viable part of the market.”

    “It’s more of a passion than being just a job,” Brian says. 
“We brainstorm and are excited about what we can do next – the
biggest thing is carrying on the legacy of the Randy’s name.”  O

Randys   •  randys.com
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    “Whenever shit goes down, we all get
together, we make picket signs,” Jamie
chimes in. “We all work together as a group
. . . we’ve done quite a bit of advocacy in
general and have gotten connected with
people from Sacramento and Washington
to fight for us.”
    
    When all else fails, they pivot, shifting
their business just enough to keep it within
the letter of the law in a delicate act of
improvisation. Both Jamie and Chuck have
made a moonlight career as DJs in the Bay
Area scene, but when they’re at work,
they’re playing jazz—so to speak. 

    The trendspotting, along with their adept
and nimble movements are all the more
effective when applied to the products 
and services they offer. Since Jamie’s
mother first acquired the business back 
in 2008, mother, daughter and eventually 
husband/son-in-law have continually
staked their business model on the future.
From the beginning, they haven’t just been
listening; they’ve been leading. Originally
called Cigarette City, the business took the
moniker, Vapors, upon Jamie’s insistence,
as she could see even then that the vaporizer
market was the new direction. Not ones to
pass up revenue, they still carry the more
traditional combustion-friendly products—
cigarettes, pipes, tubes, etc.—but as the
name implies, their focus is on where the
market is going, not where it’s been or
where it is. 

    Leading also means educating, some-
thing they consider a sustaining crux of
their operation.

    “We found that if we actually teach the
customers how to use these products,”
Chuck explains, “If we educate them more
about the products and the whole industry,
the customer perceives that knowledge
they're receiving as value. Hence, they get
value from visiting us that they don't get from
visiting other shops, or online for that matter.
Because of that additional value . . . the word
spread pretty fast. Without exaggerating, we
tripled our volume in the first year and within
our first year-over-year, we were able to
quadruple where we had started.”

    Now, just shy of a decade in
existence, Vapors Smoke Shop
seems poised to endure—thrive
even—so long as Big Brother
allows. With few missteps to cata-
log, there are few regrets over
which to linger. However, were they
to do it over, Jamie would change
one thing and advises anyone
starting out to do the same:

    “Read a lot of business and
finance books. A LOT sooner.” O
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    One of their favorite styles of functional glass is an oil rig in the 
form of a “munny,” an abstract character that can incorporate many
different glass blowing styles. As the munny has arms and hands, it
can also hold different accessories.

    As John points out, he and Kathleen like to dabble in a variety of
techniques, and the goal is to not simply perfect a single method, but
better their skills with as many as they can. His favorites are wig wag,
honeycombs, chip stacking and sculptural pieces. She’s more into
abstract, free-form pieces and experimenting with textures. 

    “We each have our own torch and bench, but we do collaborate
quite a bit. We get a lot of custom orders, and they can be anything
under the sun, so we do a lot of freehand drawing and sketches --- it’s
always form follows function,” Kathleen says.

continued on page 98 
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    The Mail Order Drug Paraphernalia Act of
1986 was the first federal law to deal directly
with the sale of such items, defining what 
constituted ‘paraphernalia’ and prohibiting
their sale or transport through the U.S. Postal
Service. The law was later repealed in 1990,
but only to have its scope widened to a general
prohibition of said items and re-implemented
as a subsection of the Controlled Substances
Act. Hence, 21 U.S.C. 863, the federal law by
which our industry is governed today. Nothing
is legal, but everything is fine. More to the
point, drug paraphernalia is illegal, but it’s only
paraphernalia if you or your customer thinks it
is. Though crime is officially the first element
to escape Orwell’s dystopian reality and
become part of ours.

    Jason started Glow in 1991 after losing a
gig as a messenger for an Ohio law firm. On
paper, the company had already existed for
over a decade. But in reality, it was little more
than a shell company that acted as an 
intermediary to ease his father’s dealings with
local banks. The 21-year-old Glowacki quickly
turned the all-but-nonexistent company into a
major distributor. Eventually, it would become
one of the biggest players in the counter-
cultural marketplace, boasting a catalog that
rivaled the New Testament in page count.

    During this period, the brick and mortar
shops were the focus of continual scrutiny by
the authorities. The raids were random and
mostly local—“guy gets busted here, guy gets
busted there,” according to Jason—but 
continual and menacing. Meanwhile, the
blankets and tables that lined the fringes of
festivals and Dead shows were largely 
un-policed, creating a tenuous bubble of
immunity where the industry could entertain
the occasional tryst with its former lover.  It
was within this bubble that Bob Snodgrass
spurred a sort of rebirth of the trade with his
borosilicate pipes, or at least, spawned a
subsidiary movement.  The movement
spread organically, but quickly, a viral 
sensation before the era of viral sensations,
inspiring hundreds, even thousands of artists
to try their hands at the torch while creating
grassroots demand for an entirely new line of
smoke shop wares. This portion of the story
has been extensively documented, most
notably by the film, Degenerate Art, though
purists and veterans have been known to
question the accuracy of its narrative. 

    CHAMPS first appeared on the scene in
1999, originally dubbed the “Contemporary
Tobacco Association.” The story of how it
began is a pretty simple one. After getting

kicked out of ASD for selling items the show
organizers determined to be paraphernalia,
Gage Rubber owners, Josh Weitz, Peter Gage
and Jeff Hirschfeld, decided to start a little
show of their own. 

    “Josh and I started talking,” Jeff recalls. “I
had business trade show experience and he
used to promote raves. Our exact words were,
‘Well, between a rave and a trade show, that’s
perfect for our industry.’”

    “The first show was at the Gold Coast
Hotel,” Jeff continues. “8200 square feet, 
32 booths.” As the first trade show entirely
devoted to the counter-cultural marketplace
since the National Fashion and Boutique
Show of the 70s, CHAMPS, by its mere exis-
tence, flipped the business model of the smoke
shop world on its ear. Up until that point, distri-
bution largely consisted of extended road trips,
selling door to door, festival to festival. 

    “Pre-CHAMPS, you got in your car and
drove . . . you’d spend a fortune,” Jeff recalls.
“You’d come home broke and penniless.”
Post-CHAMPS, however, it became as simple
as a flight to Vegas. The industry now had a
hub, a central conduit through which all
major business could be conducted.  v
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NOGOO SILICONE PIPES
www.nogoononstick.com  •  jon@nogoononstick.com

    Did you think NoGoo wasn’t going to jump in on the silicone pipe craze and show us how
it’s done? Whether you’re lighting up at 4:20 or 7:10, Nogoo has a shatter-free piece for you
that cleans up easily with saltwater and alcohol, each equipped with the appropriate glass
fittings and imprinted with the Nogoo logo that discerning customers already know and
love. Available in six colors.

Tell them you saw it in HQ

UNDOO
888.863.6648  •  www.undoo.com  •  support@undoo.com

   When the regrets of one-too-many rips creep in, reach for an Undoo and rewind your mind to unhaze the blaze.
Undoo is an all-natural, cannabis-free gel capsule that is purported to dramatically reduce the effects of overcon-
sumption without mitigating the associated therapeutic benefits. Basically, it’s a time machine for those who lack
self control in an easy-to-swallow capsule. A time capsule, if you will.

H3MP SHOTS
860.IM4H3MP 
www.H3MP.com  •  sales@H3MP.com

    You know what you’re doing at 4:20, but what about 4:19? For a
‘lifted’ experience, try a H3MP shot, the new twist on Couchlock’s
classic recipe with the added bonus of the superfood its namesake
implies. In addition to the hemp, there are still terpenes for enhance-
ment and kanna to lower your tolerance. Lower tolerance means
higher performance, higher performance means less waste, and less
waste means more money for more H3MP shots. Score!
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BLOWN GLASS LE ART TUBES
505.244.7273   www.phreshpicks.com

    For the collectors and connoisseurs of the funkier side of art, Blown Glass is offering its Limited Edition Artist
Series, an exclusive line of classic 18” beaker tubes enhanced with original, urban-inspired artwork. Five designs have
been created, with only 250 available of each on a first come, first serve basis, so these units won’t be available for
long. Each quality tube is numbered for authenticity.

Cali Crusher Glass
512.909.6209
www.calicrusher.com  

    Now that the Cali Crusher has all but crushed the grinder competition, the
masterminds behind its creation are setting their sites on the glass world. The
new line includes a chillum, handpipe, steamroller, bubbler, and dab rig, all
blown on hefty 25x4mm borosilicate, available in six colors, and stamped with
the trusted Cali Crusher name. Best of all, they’re affordable, with the price
point maxing out at a mere $75. 

Summer of Love Series 90mm Vibrator
For picking up those ‘Good Vibrations,’ pick up a Summer of Love Series

vibrator from Eldorado, a 100% waterproof, 90mm bullet of bliss with 3
speeds, 7 settings, and three designs perfect for elevating the experience of
enhancing your pleasure. Pop in the AAA battery and go to town, whether in
the bath, the shower or a VW Bus under a starlit sky.  v
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    “As we specialize in different techniques, when we collab
on a piece, we’ll each work on the parts we do best,” John
says, “and in the end they all get put together.”

“Kathleen has a really great eye for detail,” John adds. 

    “John has passion and drive, and isn’t afraid to try new
things,” responds Kathleen. “He’s willing to go big or go home.”

    Around the holiday season, John and Kathleen will be turning
out Christmas tree ornaments – a favorite is a clear ball with a
tiny snowman sculpture inside, that they sell not only at their stu-
dio, but also at the local art museum. Another of their pieces ---
a glass vessel inspired by the eruption of nearby Mt. St. Helens is
in the museum's permanent collection.

“We really try to set ourselves apart with quality,” Kathleen says. 

“And we try to incorporate art into every piece that we make,”
adds John. 

    Fuse it all together and it’s what Elemental Glass refers to
as "Glass for the People.”

    “No order is to0 big or too small. We take pride in giving our
customers quality glass at an affordable price whether it be a
custom piece of jewelry for a loved one or a unique one-of-a-
kind functional piece for a collector,” Kathleen says. “We like
to add that special something that will enhance the object and
bring their glass to life with light and color.”v

Elemental Glass
@ElementalGlass
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Eleven hours after releasing Dangerously Delicious, Aziz
Ansari told, “What’ll be interesting is when you start seeing
that line crossed, where someone not as established does
something like this and sees how it goes. I don’t think
anyone’s tried that yet. I don’t think you could say that

would definitely work, but if people got behind it, it would be cool.”

    In the meantime there’s Dangerously Delicious, the first quarter
of which belongs to the ladies. More specifically, ladies Ansari has
trouble talking to, sandwich-shop ladies Ansari wants to hump,
ladies who don’t text Ansari back after they’ve been texting him for
a while and ladies who have a boyfriend but try to go out with
Ansari anyway. Some of the gags are ham-fisted, with others obvious
in a way that forces Ansari to wail on them until he unearths a
hidden laugh, like when referring to a woman who asks if her being
taken is a problem. “Yeah, that’s a problem…” he begins, before
running down a litany of other things that would be a problem if
presented. The chunk also provides a few callbacks to Ansari’s
friend Brian, who is always nice to Ansari, a running, rewarding
joke that manages not to overstay its welcome.
    
    Much of Dangerously Delicious deals with one of three topics:
Ansari’s fame, Ansari’s troubles with girls, and race. “There are
some shitty people that come to these shows,” Ansari says in the
first few minutes. “Look how many people are here. Some of you
are shitty people… No question about it. I really hate some of you
a lot.” It’s not an particularly insightful or fresh joke, but as an
introduction to Ansari’s silent poses, where he instructs everyone
to get their photos out of the way early, it works well. With any
number of other established comics, this kind of “I’m famous and
it’s hard!” material might grate, but Ansari’s warm boyishness pulls
it off, whether he’s shaking his head at the practical application of
obscure racial slurs or recounting how the people who recognize
him in public are mostly dorks.

    Ansari’s quick and youthful rise is understandable, considering
he’s been a main character on the critically acclaimed Parks and
Recreation for four years, has found previous short-film and televi-
sion success with Human Giant (whose Jason Woliner directed
Dangerous), has appeared in numerous movies (I Love You, Man,
Get Him to the Greek, Observe and Report, Funny People), and
toured with The Comedians of Comedy and Flight of the Conchords.
More than that, he’s just a lovable, goofy dude. When he jokes
about his fame (whether it’s eating at a restaurant so nice that 50
Cent is there or the fan who wants him to pose for pictures with his
puppy), it’s hard to hold it against the guy because it feels like he
just bought you a beer.

    The important difference with Ansari’s special is that he did
zero press run-up to the announcement. A brave move, Ansari is
challenging this new model, and, in a way, his own celebrity. It’s
hard to say how it will turn out, but he’s doing a pretty serious push
now, and also about to embark on a lengthy tour of brand-new
material not featured on Dangerously Delicious, where for the next
three months he can tell thousands of people across the country
about the special.

    Moreover, his comedy is so ridiculously lighthearted, his 
self-deprecation so grin-speckled and his celebrity status so
continually growing that one can’t help but assume this special
will do pretty damn well. And if not, at least Ansari has R. Kelly,
“who keeps doing amazing things,” his cousin Harris, who’s
about to go to college and will no doubt inspire future Ansari
bits, and internet dummies who hurl Star Wars-themed racial
slurs at Ansari on his own website. “That’s an amazing combina-
tion,” Ansari says of the e-heckler. “I’d love to hang out with that
guy for a while.” And if all of those fall through, there’s still Brian.
He’s always so nice.  v






















